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� BC is loaded on g-C3N4 via a simple method for visible-light driven H2 production.

� The modification of g-C3N4 with nature-abundant materials is demonstrated.

� An ohmic junction between BC and g-C3N4 accelerates the transfer of electrons.
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a b s t r a c t

Crystalline graphitic carbon nitride is an excellent photocatalyst for hydrogen production

due to its non-toxicity, stability, elemental abundance, and visible-light response. Herein,

we present a new type of composite photocatalysts, eco-friendly bamboo-charcoal-loaded

graphitic carbon nitrides to accelerate the separation of electron-hole pairs. The suitable

loading of bamboo charcoal on graphitic carbon nitrides shows an increased specific sur-

face area from 85 to 120 m2 g�1, and excellent visible-light photocatalytic hydrogen pro-

duction activity of 4.1 mmol g�1 h�1, which is 2.3 times higher than that of pristine carbon

nitride (1.8 mmol g�1 h�1). Under irradiation, the photogenerated electrons fast migrate

from graphitic carbon nitride to bamboo charcoal through an ohmic contact between them,

reducing the recombination of electron-hole pairs. This study highlights the effect of

carbonaceous material loading on photocatalytic activity of carbon nitrides and opens an

avenue to design efficient loaded photocatalysts with natural abundant materials.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Hydrogen Energy Publications

LLC. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by/4.0/).
Introduction

Hydrogen is an ideal, clean and sustainable energy carrier,

and its production has been a hot research field for decades.
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Fujishima and Honda firstly reported water splitting to

generate hydrogen and oxygen on TiO2 electrode in 1972 [1].

After that, hydrogen production could rely on semi-

conductor photocatalysis, which is considered as one of the

promising routes for sustainable energy. Since the discovery
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of photocatalytic hydrogen production with graphitic carbon

nitride (g-C3N4) by Antonietti and Wang, g-C3N4, as nontoxic

and chemically stable material, has attracted intensive

attention in photocatalytic water splitting [2]. With a mod-

erate band gap of ~2.7 eV, g-C3N4 generates hydrogen from

water under visible light irradiation [3]. However, the pho-

tocatalytic efficiency of g-C3N4 is usually limited by its low

crystallinity, low electrical conductivity, and high recombi-

nation rate of charge carriers.

The efficiency of a photocatalyst highly hinges on the

separation and transportation of photo-generated electrons

and holes. To reduce the recombination of charge carriers,

numerous metal-loaded or metal-doped g-C3N4 photo-

catalysts have been fabricated, such as Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ag,

Ti, Na and K [4e11]. Modifying g-C3N4 with non-metal ele-

ments has been explored to a very limited extent. In

comparison with metal-containing g-C3N4, modification of

g-C3N4 with non-metal materials is low costly and eco-

friendly, and g-C3N4 has been modified with C, P, S, I and

B [12e20]. Considering the high electron conductivity of C

materials, modifying g-C3N4 with carbonaceous materials

has become an effective strategy. For example, Mohamed

used porous three-dimensional C to enhance the trans-

portation of charge carriers and the photocatalytic activity

[14]. Furthermore, experiments and density functional

theory (DFT) simulations showed that C loaded g-C3N4

presented a thermodynamically stable structure and

accelerated charge carrier separation [15]. The combination

of carbonaceous materials with g-C3N4 has proved to be a

promising method for improving the conductivity and

specific surface area of g-C3N4. However, time-consuming

fabrication and high cost of carbonaceous materials, such

as graphene [21], templating-formed carbon [14], and car-

bon nanotube [16], limit their applications in terms of large-

scale production. Bamboo is a naturally rich plant with a

fast growth rate, short maturation cycle and wide distri-

bution. Bamboo can be easily carbonized into bamboo-

charcoal (BC) [22], which is a low-cost biomass based

carbonaceous material with high conductivity and multi-

porous structures. Both g-C3N4 and BC have a stacked

two-dimensional structure that consists of the p-conju-

gated graphitic planes formed by sp2 hybridization. There-

fore, BC can easily incorporate into g-C3N4 without

destroying its graphite-like structure.

Herein, we develop a new type of photocatalysts, BC

loaded g-C3N4, using guanidine hydrochloride as g-C3N4

precursor and BC as carbon source. Molten salts are used in

the synthesis to further enhance the crystallinity of g-C3N4.

The BC/g-C3N4 interface displays an ohmic contact. Under

visible light irradiation (>420 nm), the photogenerated elec-

trons transfer from g-C3N4 to BC, and then to the co-catalyst

Pt, and subsequently react with Hþ to produce H2. At the

same time, the photo-generated holes on g-C3N4 are

consumed by a sacrificial agent. Our finding represents a

great advancement in the modification of g-C3N4 with

nature-abundant materials, which can lead to an enhance-

ment of charge carrier separation for high photocatalytic

performance.
Experiment

Chemicals

Guanidine hydrochloride (CH6N3Cl), H2PtCl6$6H2O (purity:

37.5 wt% Pt basis), trethanolamine (TEOA), potassium chloride

(KCl), and lithium chloride monohydrate (LiCl$H2O) were

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All chemicals were of

analytical grade and used without further purification.

Catalyst preparation

Preparation of g-C3N4

In a typical procedure, 4 g of Guanidine hydrochloride was

dissolved in 4mL of H2O under vigorousmagnetic stirring and

dried in oil bath at 60 �C overnight. Subsequently, the white

powder was heated in a tube furnace up to 550 �C with a ramp

of 5 �Cmin�1 andmaintained at this temperature for 4 h under

N2 flow (flow rate: 40mLmin�1) (see Supplementary Fig. S1 for

schematic procedure) [23,24]. 1 g of g-C3N4 was obtained and

the mass yield of g-C3N4 was 25%. The obtained g-C3N4 was

subjected to thermal treatment with KCl/LiCl eutectic mixture

to enhance its crystallinity [25,26]. More specifically, 1 g of the

preheated sample was ground with KCl (3.3 g) and LiCl (2.7 g).

Then, the pale-yellow powdermixturewas heated up to 550 �C
with a ramp of 5 �Cmin�1 andmaintained at this temperature

for 4 h under Ar gas flow (flow rate: 40 mLmin�1). After cooled

to room temperature, the product was washed with 60 �C
deionized water for several times and dried at 60 �C under

vacuum. The resulting final product was named as pristine g-

C3N4.

Preparation of BC-loaded g-C3N4

The BC-loaded g-C3N4 samples were prepared in the similar

procedure (see Supplementary Fig. S2). 1 mg, 2 mg or 5 mg of

BC and 4 g of Guanidine hydrochloride were dissolved in 4 mL

of H2O under vigorous magnetic stirring, and dried in oil bath

at 60 �C overnight. Subsequently, the powderwas heated up to

550 �C with a ramp of 5 �C min�1 and maintained at this

temperature for 4 h under N2 flow (flow rate: 40 mL min�1).

Then, crystal BC loaded g-C3N4 was obtained via molten salt

treatment as in the preparation of pristine g-C3N4. According

to the mass ratio between BC and g-C3N4, these sample were

denoted as x wt% BC/g-C3N4 (x ¼ 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5). The photos

of the BC-loaded g-C3N4 and the pristine g-C3N4 are shown in

Supplementary Fig. S3.

Catalyst characterization

The crystal phase of catalysts was examined by X-ray powder

diffraction (XRD, Rigaku Ultima IV 285) with Cu Ka radiation

(l ¼ 0.15406 nm). The transmission electronic microscopy

(TEM) images were obtained with a FEI Tecnai G2 F20 micro-

scope. The optical absorption of the samples was character-

ized by an ultravioletevisible diffuse reflectance

spectrophotometer (DRS, Varian Co. Cary-500). The photo-

luminescence (PL) spectra were measured by a fluorescence
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spectrophotometer (Edinburgh FLS 980). The surface chemical

states of the samples were analyzed by X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS, VG ESCALAB 250)with amonochromatized

Al Ka X-ray source (15 kV, 150 W, 500 nm, pass energy 20 eV).

The data of Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) specific surface

area was obtained from Micromeritics ASAP 2020 apparatus.

The work functions were measured by a Kelvin probe system

(SKP5050, KP Technology Ltd.).

Photoelectrochemical (PEC) measurements

Photoelectrochemical (PEC) measurements were performed

with a CHI1030B electrochemical workstation in a standard

three-electrode cell. Ag/AgCl was used as reference electrode,

and Pt wire was used as counter electrode. The working

electrode was fabricated through drop-casting photocatalyst

suspension (10 mL, 10 mg/mL) onto a FTO substrate and drying

it in air, which became a circle working electrode with a sur-

face area of 28 mm2. The photocurrent was measured in

Na2SO4 (0.2 M) electrolyte under a Xenon lamp irradiation. The

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was performed

in a frequency range from 0.01 to 105 without a bias using

10 mM K3[Fe(CN)6]/K4[Fe(CN)6] solution as electrolyte.

Photocatalytic H2 production

Photocatalytic H2 evolution was tested in a Pyrex lateral-

irradiation reaction cell connected to a sealed gas circulation

system (Labsolar 6A, Beijing Perfect Light Co., Ltd.). In a typical

procedure, photocatalyst (30 mg) was dispersed into an

aqueous solution containing TEOA (10 mL) as hole-sacrificial

reagent, H2PtCl6$6H2O (240 mL, 3.76 mg/mL) as co-catalyst

precursor and deionized water (90 mL). Before photocatalytic

reaction, the system was sealed and vacuumed for 45 min.

Then the solution was irradiated with a 300 W Xenon lamp

containing a cut-off filter (420 nm). The evolution amount of

H2 was measured with an online gas chromatograph (Shi-

madzu, GC-2014C þ AT 230C, TCD detector, Japan).
Results and discussion

Characterization of BC-loaded g-C3N4

XRD andTEMwere used to study the phase andmorphology of

the as-prepared catalysts [26]. Fig. 1a shows the XRD patterns

of the pristine g-C3N4 and different amounts of BC loaded g-

C3N4 samples. Two strong and dominant diffraction peaks of

g-C3N4 locate at 8� and 28�, corresponding to the (100) and (002)

crystal facets, respectively [27]. The (100) peak at 8� corre-

sponds to the in-planar packing of g-C3N4, while the sharp

(002) peak at 28� represents the layer stacking of conjugated

aromatic rings. No additional peaks from other phases appear

in the BC modified samples. For the samples with BC loading

amount of 0.1%, 0.2% and 0.5%, all the diffraction peaks are

consistent with the bare g-C3N4. This proves that the BC-

loading process can preserve the graphite-like structure of g-

C3N4. Fig. 1b shows a typical HRTEM image of 0.2% BC/g-C3N4

sample. The sheet-like nanoparticles are attributed to g-C3N4

as the lattice distance of 1.09 nm corresponding to the (100)
plane of g-C3N4. Both cotton-like (highlighted with green dash

lines) and sheet-like nanoparticles (highlighted with a square)

are observed in the HRTEM image. The cotton-like nano-

particles are assigned to BC as the lattice distance of 0.37 nm

(right insert of Fig. 1b) corresponding to the (002) plane of BC

[22]. It should be pointed out that the BC nanoparticles are

well-distributed in g-C3N4 matrix.

FTIR spectra were recorded to investigate molecular

structure of the as-prepared catalysts [28]. Fig. 2a shows FTIR

spectra of the pristine g-C3N4 and x% BC/g-C3N4 (x ¼ 0.1, 0.2,

0.5) samples. The broad absorption band in the range of

2900e3500 cm�1 is assigned to terminal amino groups and the

adsorbed water on the catalyst surface. The FTIR peaks at

800 cm�1 (breathing vibration of the triazine ring), 910 cm�1

(deformation mode of cross-linked heptazine), 990/1206/

1307 cm�1 (characteristic of tri-s-triazine derivatives),

1577 cm�1 (NeH deformation), 1637 cm�1 (C]N stretching

vibration), 2150 cm�1 (C^N stretching vibration), and 3155/

3270 cm�1 (NeH stretching vibration) are attributed to the

characteristic absorption of g-C3N4 [29]. After loading BC, the

C]C stretching vibration (1620 cm�1) of BC overlapped with

the C]N stretching vibration (1637 cm�1) of g-C3N4, resulting

in a higher relative intensity of 1637 cm�1 to 1577 cm�1 (NeH

deformation) [30]. This clearly showed that BC was success-

fully loaded on g-C3N4. As shown in Fig. 2bed, XPS analysis

reveals the chemical composition and electronic states of BC-

loaded g-C3N4. All the XPS spectra were calibrated by C 1s

(284.8 eV) as a reference. In Fig. 2b, the survey scans of 0.2%

BC/g-C3N4 and the pristine g-C3N4 depict that both samples

contain C, N, O, K, Li andCl. The O elementmainly comes from

adsorbed water, as also indicated by FTIR. As shown in Fig. 2c,

the C 1s spectra show four types of carbon in both 0.2% BC/g-

C3N4 (top) and the pristine g-C3N4 (bottom) with binding en-

ergy at 284.8 eV, 286.9 eV, 288.0 eV and 290.0 eV, corresponding

to CeC/C]C, CeO/CeN, N2eC]N and OeC]O groups,

respectively. Typically, the C 1s peaks located at 284.8 eV in

both samples are assigned to the trace amount of grease

diffused from the pump. The peak at 288.2 eV in the pristine g-

C3N4 polymeric framework shows a contribution from the sp2-

hybridized carbon, while this binding energy in 0.2% BC/g-

C3N4 locates at 288.0 eV. The shift from 288.2 eV (pristine g-

C3N4) to 288.0 eV (0.2% BC/g-C3N4) indicates the electron

transfer from BC to g-C3N4. The N 1s XPS spectra exhibit three

types of N in 0.2% BC/g-C3N4 (Fig. 2d, top) with peaks at

398.5 eV, 400.8 eV and 403.5 eV, and in pristine g-C3N4 (Fig. 2d,

bottom) with peaks at 398.7 eV, 400.9 eV and 404.1 eV, which

are assigned to CeN]C sp2-hybridized nitrogen, CeNeH

functional groups and charging effect in heterocycles [31],

respectively. The binding energies of N 1s in 0.2% BC/g-C3N4

are negatively shifted, compared with those in the pristine g-

C3N4, further presenting that 0.2% BC/g-C3N4 receives partial

electrons from BC. These results suggest that there is electron

redistribution at the interface of BC and g-C3N4.

Electrochemical tests reveal the separation and transfer of

photogenerated electron-hole pairs. Compared with the pris-

tine g-C3N4, 0.2% BC/g-C3N4 shows higher photocurrent

(Fig. 3a), suggestingmore efficient charge carrier generation in

the three-electrode system for 0.2% BC/g-C3N4. The semicircle

in electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) Nyquist plots re-

veals the conductivity of photocatalysts [31]. In EIS shown in
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Fig. 1 e (a) XRD patterns of pristine g-C3N4 and different amounts of BC loaded g-C3N4, and (b) HRTEM image of 0.2% BC/g-

C3N4.

Fig. 2 e (a) FTIR spectra of BC, pristine g-C3N4, and x% BC/g-C3N4 (x ¼ 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5) samples, (b) XPS survey scans of 0.2%

BC/g-C3N4 (orange line) and g-C3N4 (black line), and XPS fine scans of (c) C 1s and (d) N 1s spectra of 0.2% BC/g-C3N4 and g-

C3N4. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this

article.)
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Fig. 3b, the high frequency zone corresponds to a charge

transfer limiting process. In the inset equivalent circuit: R1 is

the solution resistance, R2 is the charge transfer resistance,

and CPE1 is the double-layer capacitance at the contacting

interface [4]. The 0.2% BC/g-C3N4 exhibits a smaller semicircle

than pristine g-C3N4, demonstrating a higher conductivity and

a faster charge carrier separation in 0.2% BC/g-C3N4. This

phenomenon can also show a clear trend change in a sodium

sulfate (0.2 M) electrolyte solution at an applied potential of
0.8 V (see Supplementary Fig. S4). Therefore, the loading of BC

on g-C3N4 not only enhanced the conductivity of the catalysts,

but also inhibited the recombination of photo-generated

charge carriers. Fig. 3c shows the optical properties of pho-

tocatalysts by UVevis diffuse reflection spectroscopy. The

adsorption edges of both pristine g-C3N4 and 0.2% BC/g-C3N4

locate at 460 nm, corresponding to the band gap of 2.7 eV (see

the inset of Fig. 3c). There is no obvious change in the

adsorption of catalysts after loading BC. As shown in Fig. 3d,

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2021.10.267
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Fig. 3 e (a) Photoelectric properties under dark and visible light conditions, (b) electrochemical impedance spectra, (c)

UVeVis absorption spectra (the inset shows the plot of F(R)2 vs photon energy (hn)), and (d) photoluminescence (PL) spectra

under 420 nm excitation for g-C3N4 and 0.2% BC/g-C3N4.
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the PL emission intensity of 0.2% BC/g-C3N4 is lower than

pristine g-C3N4, indicating that BC loading restrained the

recombination of charge carriers and improved their separa-

tion and transfer.

Fig. 4 shows the nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms

and BET pore size distribution for 0.2% BC/g-C3N4 and g-C3N4.

The BET surface area of 0.2% BC/g-C3N4 (120 m2/g) is much

higher than the pristine BC (74 m2/g) [22] and g-C3N4 (85 m2/g).

It is believed that the BC nanoparticles inserted in the g-C3N4

matrix (Fig. 1b) enlarge the interparticle distance and expose
Fig. 4 e (a) N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms and (b) BET pore-

g-C3N4. The pore size distribution was determined according to
more surface area of some g-C3N4 nanoparticles, resulting in

the larger surface area of themodified g-C3N4. Similar strategy

has been adopted to increase the surface area of g-C3N4 [32].

The measured pore volume of 0.2% BC/g-C3N4 (0.36 cm3/g) is

also larger than the pristine g-C3N4 (0.32 cm3/g). The BJH pore

size distribution shows an average pore diameter of 12.1 nm

for 0.2% BC/g-C3N4 and 16.7 nm for g-C3N4 (Fig. 4b). Generally

speaking, the higher surface area and larger pore volume in

0.2% BC/g-C3N4 can provide more active sites and reaction

space for photocatalysis.
size distribution curves for the pristine g-C3N4 and 0.2% BC/

the corresponding desorption branch of the isotherm.
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Fig. 5 e Photocatalytic performance: (a) the comparison of photocatalytic H2 production by pristine g-C3N4, 0.1% BC/g-C3N4,

0.2% BC/g-C3N4, 0.5% BC/g-C3N4 andMM 0.2% (amechanical mixture of BC and g-C3N4) and (b) photocatalytic stability of 0.2%

BC/g-C3N4.
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Photocatalytic performance of BC-loaded g-C3N4

Photocatalytic H2 generation was carried out under the irradi-

ation of a Xenon lamp with a cut-off filter (�420 nm), using

TEOA as sacrificial reagent. The pristine g-C3N4 and BC-loaded

photocatalysts were tested for H2 generation under the iden-

tical conditions. As shown in Fig. 5a, H2 evolution rate of 0.2%

BC/g-C3N4 (4.1mmol g�1 h�1) is about 2.3 times higher than the

pristine g-C3N4, and is also higher than other modified g-C3N4

(shown in Table S1). This reveals that loading of BC is a very

efficient way to promote photocatalytic H2 production. Photo-

catalytic H2 production is dependent on the loading amount of

BC and the way of loading. A mechanical mixture of BC and g-

C3N4 shows poor photocatalytic activity in H2 production

(Fig. 5a), probably due to the weak interaction between these

two components. There is no obvious change in XRD patterns

of 0.2% BC/g-C3N4 before and after photocatalytic H2 produc-

tion (see Supplementary Fig. S5), showing that the crystal

structure of BC/g-C3N4 is stable during photocatalysis. As
Fig. 6 e Diagram illustrating the charge separation and transfer

transfer before (a) and after (b) the contact of g-C3N4 and BC, an

nanoparticles (c). The potentials shown above are: the conductio

(EVB ¼ þ1.91 V, vs NHE, shown in Supplementary Fig. S6) of pr

NHE) and valence band edge (EVB ¼ þ1.61 V, vs NHE, shown in

(work function) of BC (Ef ≈ ¡4.99 eV, vs vacuum energy level, s

(Ef ≈ ¡5.42 eV, vs vacuum energy level, shown in Supplementa

and 1.23 V (E vs NHE) represent the potential for H2 and O2 evo
shown in Fig. 5b, photocatalytic stability of 0.2% BC/g-C3N4 was

measured for three cycles of H2 production and exhibited slight

decay in H2 evolution rate as a function of reaction time, due to

the consumption of the sacrificial agent. After fresh sacrificial

agent was added, the hydrogen production rate was recovered

during the 4th cycle of the activity test.

To explain the photocatalytic activity of BC/g-C3N4, a mech-

anismof the charge separation at the interfaces of Pt/BC/g-C3N4

isproposed inFig. 6. Typically,whenPt is incontactwithg-C3N4,

a Schottky barrier can be formed at the interface [20]. Under

irradiation, photogenerated electrons would crawl over the

formed barrier. If the ohmic junction is introduced, the transfer

efficiency of photogenerated charge carriers will be improved

because there is no potential barrier in the ohmic junction

[35,36]. This is the scenario present here. Before contact, the

Fermi levels of g-C3N4 (�5.42 eV, vs vacuum energy level), BC

(�4.99 eV, vs vacuum energy level, shown in Supplementary

Fig. S7) and Pt (�5.60 eV) [33,34] are independent of each other

(seeFig.6a). Since theworkfunctionofg-C3N4 ishigherthanthat
at the interface of BC/g-C3N4: the energy level and charge

d during photocatalytic H2 production by BC/g-C3N4 with Pt

n band edge (ECB ¼ ¡0.79 V, vs NHE) and valence band edge

istine g-C3N4; the conduction band edge (ECB ¼ ¡1.09 V, vs

Supplementary Fig. S6) of 0.2% BC/g-C3N4; the Fermi levels

hown in Supplementary Fig. S7), pristine g-C3N4

ry Fig. S7), Pt (Ef ≈ ¡5.60 eV [33,34]). The dotted lines of 0 V

lution, respectively.
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of BC, the electrons will flow from BC to g-C3N4 when they

contactwitheachother,whichformsanohmiccontactbetween

g-C3N4 and BC (see Fig. 6b). Finally, g-C3N4 will be negatively

charged and BC will be positively charged near the interface,

eventually forming a new equalized Fermi energy level at

�5.30 eV (vs vacuum energy level). A built-in electric field

directed from BC to g-C3N4 is established. Under sunlight irra-

diation, g-C3N4 generates photogenerated electron-hole pairs,

i.e., exciting the electrons from the valence band (VB) to the

conduction band (CB) and leaving holes in the VB (Fig. 6c).

Meanwhile, the photogenerated electrons in CB of g-C3N4 mi-

grates to BC and subsequently to Pt nanoparticles, and finally

they are captured by Hþ; the photogenerated holes react with

TEOA. In this way, the built-in electric field at the interface be-

tween g-C3N4 and BC can promote the separation of photo-

generated electron-hole pairs. Moreover, the shift of Fermi

levels of BC and Pt near the hydrogen evolution potential was a

result of filling photogenerated electrons into BC and Pt during

light excitation [37]. In addition, from the high angle annular

dark field scanning transmission electronmicroscope (HADDF-

STEM) and TEM images of the pristine g-C3N4 and 0.2% BC/g-

C3N4 after the deposition of Pt nanoparticles (see

Supplementary Fig. S8), it can be seen that a larger amount of Pt

nanoparticles are loaded on BC/g-C3N4 than pristine g-C3N4

through in-situ photocatalytic reduction, indicating that BC can

enrich reductive sites for Pt loading and H2 production. There-

fore, the enhanced photocatalytic activity of as-prepared BC/g-

C3N4canbeascribedto the formationof theohmiccontactat the

interface of BC/g-C3N4 and the extra active sites from BC.
Conclusion

In summary, we develop a composite photocatalyst, BC/g-

C3N4. An ohmic junction is formed at the interface of BC/g-

C3N4 due to a higher Femi level of BC than g-C3N4, eliminating

a Schottky barrier, which normally exists at the interface be-

tween a photocatalyst and a co-catalyst. The loading of BC

accelerates the transfer of electrons and improves the sepa-

ration of photogenerated charge carriers, significantly

enhancing the photocatalytic activity of g-C3N4. The design of

this kind of composites opens a new vista via using eco-

friendly and nature-abundant materials for photocatalytic

H2 production. The loading method of BC is also applicable to

the modification of other semiconductor photocatalysts.
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